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Women's mistakes in a bed
There are some mistakes in sexual act that are never accepted by escort ladies of Gia agency.
But those mistakes are common for ordinary women. So, let’s discuss them here to avoid
making them in the future.

But do not panic! Those mistakes are not very serious, but some of them we should urgently
talk over.
1. As a general rule, in sexual intercourse man like to prevail and be the leader of
interrelations. But it is also extremely important to have fun. It is doubtful that they will get it, if a
woman does not have an active position with opposite sex. Lovely girl, be more proactive! Your
initiative will be well paid back.
2. This error is the absolute opposite of the first. The case when a woman-partner is
completely "on the wave" of her own senses, and does not notice the partner reactions. It is
unacceptable! The ladies of easy virtue always care of women first, and that is the main reason
why men prefer buying their services: because they know that escort lady will give all her
attention to him, without exception.
3. Simulation of pleasant senses will not bring pleasant feelings to any of the partners. After
all, a huge role in relationship is played by communication. Sex dating with Gia ladies perfectly
present communication skills. Talk to your partner, tell him what situations or moments disturb
you and you will feel a huge difference as the sex life will be more colorful.
4. 4. Sex - this is not a pastime, where you have to feel embarrassed or shy. When you
have sex with your man, it means that he likes you, he is satisfied with you and even more.
Therefore it is not necessary to turn off the light and chill, not to look pretty weird. All women of
pleasure in Gia agency are never shy and do not turn off the light.

Here in this issue we tried to consider some possible and urgent mistakes for women who want
to brighten their sexual life but are a little bit shy. Remember - sex is absolutely normal notion.
We are created by nature and you should not be ashamed of your sexual desires. Especially, if
there is such a wonderful chance to have a woman from Gia website. Here , you can find a
woman of easy virtue for any taste. If you do not have a girlfriend or this is your first sex - you’ll
always be understood and supported. Our ladies never let you and your desires down and
never turn any of your sexual idea down. Experiments are always welcomed and accepted. Be
who you want to be with our escort ladies! You don’t need to pretend. Be real.
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